Buck the Trend: Buy Liberty Dollars
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Editor, Times-Dispatch: My thanks go to Bart Hinkle for his timely and informative article regarding money. I am associated with American Liberty Dollars (ALD) and always offer them in barter to merchants. The choice is really a no-brainer for those who understand value.

Which would you rather have, an ounce of pure silver in the form of an ALD, or a $20 Federal Reserve Accounting Unit of Value Destruction, (FRAUD)?

The Liberty Dollar organization does not want to be seen only as a politically orientated organization. I, for one, am not "far right" in my political leanings.

Our main objective is to get the ALD into use locally so that local economies and the people are not dependent on fiat currency, which, as history has shown, always ends up at its true value -- zero.

Of all the currencies mentioned in the column, including Federal Reserve Notes, only the Liberty Dollar has intrinsic value. Therefore, unlike the others, one can rest assured the ALD will always have value.

Michael Eck.
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